
 Software: Companies specializing in the design, manufacturing and 
engineering software . 

 IT Services: Companies engaged in the provision of services in 
training, maintenance , operation and support of the programs. 

 BPOs (Business Productivity Online Suite) and Call Centers. 
 

Among the most important IT services companies are IBM, HP , Accenture, 
Fujitsu and CSC. These five companies account for almost 20 % of the total 
revenues in the world. Major software companies by their revenue volumes 
are Microsoft, IBM and Oracle. The 5 companies with increased investment 
in research and development are: Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, Symantec and CA. 
The United States has the largest number of companies specializing in 
software and generates over 40% of the total value. Other major industrial 
countries are Japan, Germany, France and the UK. USA is the country with 
the largest share of global spending on IT services with a 36 % of the total. 
Its main suppliers are India, Canada and the Philippines . 
 

 Mexican Association of the Technology Information Industry ( AMITI ) 

 National Chamber of the Electronic Telecommunications and 
Informatics Industries( CANIETI ) 

 National Association of Dealers of Technology, Computing and 
Communications ( ANADIC ) 

 

PROSOFT: Created by the Ministry of Economy with the objective of 
providing financial support for IT investment and projects development. 
MEXICO IT: Created by CANIETI , with support from SE. Its aim is to promote 
Mexico as an ideal center to for IT enterprises.
MEX1CO FIRST: Support for the development of specialized certifications in 
the IT sector for the country's human capital. 
IT FIRST: Organ of the IT industry which aims to establish a business network 
among industry players, in order to increase the coverage of commercial 
companies. 

 

 

 

 

 

        Competitive advantages of Mexico 

 

 

 

 

 

 


